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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
We are going to begin with a beautiful golden flame. Now the Gold Fire is a specific component of
Creation. You may have heard about Cosmic Fire in esoteric teachings. Gold fire, or sometimes
golden flame as it is called, is another particular component that deals with the monadic level of
consciousness. Now for those who may not be familiar with that term, you have the personality,
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then the soul and then the monad. So the monad would be considered the Higher Self of the Soul,
if you will, in the esoteric teachings, and then beyond monad is the God head.
So working with Golden Fire literally will attract the mission of the monad into the vehicle. The
body, mind and soul will begin to resonate more completely with the monadic mission.
Now that being said, if you have done a lot of Ray readings, sometimes the monads most
commonly incarnate now, on planet Earth any way, are Second and Third Ray. There are some
other rays as well but primarily those. Second Ray monads really want world peace as do the
Fourth Ray who want harmony between all the living things.
The Third Ray, they have a very profound healing quality so that would pretty much link any given
Lightworker or Spiritual Being to something that equates to healthy planet, healthy environment,
healthy humanity, world peace, group harmony, seeing nature functioning harmoniously with all
other aspects.
So Golden Fire, please use it within your consciousness and then allow your deepest desire, or it
might also be said, your highest desire, for manifestation on the planet to begin.
Alright. That has been our Spirituality Article information for this particular week. As always, thank
you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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